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WESCO WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY (PTY) LTD  
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (ESIA) FOR THE PROPOSED WESCO WASTE 

MANAGEMENT FACILITY 

NOTES OF PUBLIC MEETING HELD IN ATLANTIS COMMUNITY CHURCH, CORNER OF ACACIA CRESCENT AND 

ACACIA CLOSE 
HELD ON 06 DECEMBER 2022, 16H00 

  

 

NO. ITEM 

1.  WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

1.1.  Antoinette Pietersen (AP), the independent facilitator, welcomed all present, introduced Wesco Waste 

Management Facility (Pty) Ltd (Wesco - the Applicant), SLR Consulting (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR – the 

Environmental Assessment Practitioner (EAP)) and Msizi Cele (independent isiXhosa translator), and explained 

that the purpose of the meeting was to present information on the proposed project and the Environmental 

and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) process.   

AP provided a brief overview of the public participation process associated with the ESIA and requested input 

from attendees to provide details of any additional stakeholders that should be contacted to be informed of 

the ESIA process and proposed project.  

AP presented the proposed meeting format, which included presentations by Wesco and SLR followed by a 

question-and-answer session (discussion), the proposed guidelines for the meeting to facilitate a constructive 

discussion. She further noted that the meeting was being recorded for minute-taking purposes and requested 

if photos could be taken for proof of the meeting. All attendees agreed with the meeting format.   

The list of attendees is presented in Appendix A and photographs of the meeting are presented in Appendix B. 

2.  PRESENTATIONS - refer to Appendix C  

2.1 Kate Stubbs (KS) provided background to Wesco as the project applicant and indicated that Wesco is a subsidiary 

of Interwaste (Pty) Ltd (Interwaste) which is owned by the Séché Environnement Group (Séché), an international 

company based in France.  KS highlighted the overall experience that Interwaste and Séché have in the Waste 

Management sector. 

KS then presented an overview of an existing Waste Management Facility (WMF) located in France that is owned 

and operated by Séché. The existing facility is considered to be a representation of how the proposed Wesco 

WMF would be operated. She then provided an outline of the current state of the waste sector in the Western 

Cape to illustrate the need for a new WMF within the City of Cape Town and broader region. 

KS went on to provide a description of the proposed project, including the overall vision for the project, the 

project location and overview of the project components and associated infrastructure. In summary, the 

proposed WMF would include, amongst others, various waste minimisation/recovery facilities, a waste 

treatment facility, and a Class A waste disposal facility that would accept both general and hazardous waste. 

2.2 Matthew Hemming (MH) noted that SLR had been appointed by Interwaste to undertake the required ESIA 

process for the proposed project. He provided an overview of the authorisations that are required in terms of, 

the National Environmental Management: Waste Act, 2008 (Act 59 of 2008) (NEM:WA), National Environmental 

Management Act, 1998 (Act 107 of 1998) (NEMA), National Water Act, 1998 (No. 36 of 1998) (NWA) and 

National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 (No. 25 of 1999) (NHRA). In summary, the ESIA process is required as 
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part of the Waste Management Licence (WML) application in terms of NEM:WA and the Environmental 

Authorisation (EA) application process in terms of NEMA and the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

Regulations, 2014 (as amended). 

MH noted that the decision-making authority would be the National Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the 

Environment (DFFE) for the WML application and the Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning (DEA&DP) for the EA application. MH explained there would be a single Scoping and EIA 

process that would provide information to both authorities for decision making.  

MH provided additional information about the proposed project site and the desktop screening process that 

was undertaken to determine the suitability of the proposed project site for the establishment of a WMF. He 

then provided an overview of the ESIA process, noting that this meeting forms part of the pre-application phase 

of the proposed project. He indicated that the aim of the pre-application phase is to identify stakeholders that 

need to be engaged with during the ESIA process and to identify potential risks and benefits of the project on 

the environment that need to be assessed further in the ESIA process. 

MH then presented the proposed specialist studies that would be undertaken in the ESIA Phase to assess the 

identified potential impacts and benefits of the proposed project. 

3.  CLARIFICATION QUESTIONS 

3.1 Moosa Raise, Ward Councillor for Ward 32, excused himself for the meeting and thanked the team for the 

engagement and bringing the opportunity for Atlantis.  

3.2 Ashley Poole (AsP), a member of the task team dealing with health issues in Atlantis, noted that the proposed 

project is nothing new. He indicated that the project is a dumping site and that he had number of concerns. He 

pointed out that the land was purchased with the intention of developing a dumping site. He noted his concern 

regarding the procurement process for purchasing the property from the city. He also stated that the venue of 

this meeting was not central and that the timeslot was not suitable as people were working at this time.  He 

said that based on past experiences, the site is not considered suitable for a proposed waste management 

facility and that there will be an impact on the groundwater in the area and food security.  He also requested 

that more community meetings be held.  

3.2.1 AP summarised the issues raised as follows: 

- Concern about venue and time of day of meetings as it does not have a wide enough reach. 

- Concern that the property will be used as a dumping site. 

- Water quality impacts will affect food security. 

- Buying into this project is at a cost to the community. 

- Legacy trust issues, 

- Social and development issues must be considered.  

3.2.2 MH noted that SLR were happy to take suggestions for alternative venues to use in future and pointed 

out that the meeting time would never be suitable for all individuals.  

3.2.3 KS noted that the City of Cape Town had no involvement with the sale of the property as it was a private 

sale between to private entities. 

3.2.3 MH noted that the purpose of the ESIA is to undertake studies to identify potential impacts associated with 

the proposed project. Thus, the current ESIA process will allow for the identification of current, relevant 

impacts. He further noted that should risks associated with the proposed project be deemed to be 

unacceptable, the decision makers would not approve of the proposed project.  

3.3 Reagan Carelse (RC) asked whether the applicant was applying for a Category B facility and requested 

clarification as to whether the facility would accept low- or high-level waste? He further questioned where the 

waste would be sourced from and how the project would benefit Atlantis.  RC then pointed out that the 

proposed project would have an impact on road infrastructure through the increased tonnages for transporting 
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waste on the road. He wanted to know what commitment and responsibility did the applicant have to maintain 

the road surface? He lastly asked how many phases the project would have? 

3.3.1 MH responded to note that the waste regulations have changed and Category B facilities include only 

municipal waste while Category A facilities include municipal and hazardous subject to limitations in the 

regulations. He noted that ESIA will consider the types of waste intended to be handled by the facility and 

that the waste would be sourced from customers which could include municipal clients north of the site 

and the City of Cape Town itself. He pointed out that the details of the phasing could not be provided at 

this early stage of the process and that the some of the possible potential benefits of the project could 

include direct and indirect employment opportunities but the project itself would have an overall benefit 

for society as a whole through the provision of waste management services.   

3.3.2 KS also pointed out that a traffic impact assessment would be undertaken to investigate traffic impacts 

and based on the results, the responsibility for road maintenance will be determined.  

3.4 RC indicated that he did not agree on the scope of how the facility would benefit the community and pointed 

out that Atlantis should benefit the most as the facility is based in Atlantis. He suggested that education and 

training of local people is required rather than external people.  

3.4.1 KS indicated that employment of local people and upskilling of these people is important, however, it was 

noted that the nature of such facilities was such that they do not have a very high number of employment 

opportunities available.  

3.5 Makgabo van Niekerk (MvN) asked who appointed the independent facilitator and whether the facilitator 

worked for Interwaste previously. She also wanted to clarify who the decision-makers were and what the 

possible risks of the project being close to Koeberg could be? 

3.5.1  AP responded that she had worked on waste management projects in the past but not for this specific 

applicant and her appointment as a facilitator was made by SLR through the submission of a proposal.  

3.5.2 MH noted that, as per the presentation, the National Department of Fisheries, Forestry and the 

Environment is responsible for administering the Waste Management License, the Western Cape 

Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning administers the Environmental 

Authorisation, National Department of Water and Sanitation administers the Water Use Licence 

application and Heritage Western Cape would consider the heritage-related permitting requirements (if 

any). He also pointed out that a seperate town planning application process is being undertaken by 

another consulting company and falls outside the scope of this ESIA process. 

MH stated that the project is located outside the Precautionary Action Zone of the Koeberg power station 

and therefore it is likely that the facility would pose a low risk to Koeberg. 

3.6 Salome Claassen (SC) stated that the proposed project could not compare to the poor hospital service in the 

community and that if the hospital services did not work then any benefits associated with the project are moot.   

3.7 Chantel Page (CP) of the Atlantis Business Chamber asked what would be done differently from past processes 

for such a project. She wanted to know what the impact on the sense of place would be and whether any height 

restrictions would be in place. She noted that there should be a focus on skilled personnel and an investment 

to the area and noted that there was no mention of business opportunities for local businesses.  She also 

expressed concern that the notification of this process was not sufficient as there are interested people who 

have not been included in the meeting and suggested that moving forward, the sub-council office should be 

contacted to obtain a list of registered organisations that should be consulted to obtain further input. 

3.7.1 MH noted that the previous application history for the site would be documented in the ESIA report. He 

indicated that the ESIA process aims to identify potential impacts for consideration in decision-making. He 

pointed out that there is a risk that the project will not go ahead, however, the ESIA process must be 

undertaken to inform this decision.  
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He then noted that the maximum height of the facility had not yet been determined and that the ESIA 

process will identify impacts on sense of place via a visual impact assessment which would make 

recommendations on project height later in the process.  

He also noted that Social and Economic Impact Assessments will be undertaken, as well as a Community 

Health Impact Assessment, to understand the social impacts of the project. 

3.7.2 AP thanked CP for the recommendation for better communication methods. 

3.8 Louisa Solomon (LS) pointed out that the concerns raised in the meeting were repeated. She noted that even if 

the project is private that the City of Cape Town would need to give permission for the sale of the land. She 

asked when did the Mayco decide to resuscitate the project and indicated that attention must be paid to the 

potential impact on human health.  

3.8.1 MH noted that a Community Health Impact Assessment will be undertaken as part of the ESIA process. 

3.9 Ruben Ruhl (RR) pointed out that there were health issues in Atlantis and asked how the project would improve 

this situation. He noted that the small number of proposed jobs (between 50 – 100) would not make a difference 

and indicated that the communication of disadvantages of this project is needed not only advantages. He also 

queried whether the City of Cape Town is a partner and who are the stakeholders involved? 

3.9.1 MH stated that the specialist Community Health Impact Assessment to be undertaken as part of the ESIA 

process will investigate the potential health-related impacts associated with the proposed project. 

3.9.2 KS noted that job creation is important and that 50 new jobs are better than none. She also confirmed that 

local procurement and business opportunities will be considered further in the project planning process.  

3.9.3 MH noted that Social and Economic Impact Assessments will be undertaken as part of the ESIA process to 

consider the potential economic benefits of the proposed project. He also noted that the other studies 

mentioned in the presentation are needed to be completed to identify advantages and disadvantages of 

the proposed project and that the ESIA report will detail this. He also indicated that the City of Cape Town 

is not a partner as this is an independent application but that the City has been engaged through the ESIA 

notification process undertaken to date.   

3.10 Chrizelda Stoffels (CS) stated that everyone wants what is in the best interest of the community and indicated 

that there needs to be more awareness and training as part of the project.  

3.10.1 AP noted and agreed with this point.  

3.11 AsP asked how will property values be affected and what other sites had been identified?  

3.11.1 MH noted that the specialist Economic Impact Assessment would consider the impact on property values.  

3.11.2 MH also pointed out that the site selection process undertaken was described in the presentations and will 

be detailed further in the Scoping Report. 

3.12 CP requested that the Comments and Responses Report be made available to attendees of this meeting. 

3.12.1 AP indicated that it would be made available after the meeting.  

3.13 AsP requested clarity regarding the fact that the facility in France is located further away from towns, however, 

the proposed project is located much closer to communities.; why is there a difference?   

3.13.1 KS pointed out that the French site is located close to a number of smaller French towns but 3 hours away 

from Paris. She also acknowledged that the South African context is different to that of Europe, however, 

lessons can be learnt from these facilities and applied here. 

3.14 Was a feasibility study conducted and can this be provided as this will allow for an informed decision. Is this 

engagement part of the feasibility study? 
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3.15 Rene Haruna (RH) noted that before purchasing the property, a feasibility study should have been undertaken 

and pointed out that these facts are needed to identify how the community will be beneficiaries and for how 

long.   

3.15.1 MH noted that the information on potential benefits would be made accessible when available.  

3.16 AsP noted that there is an area between Atlantis and Philadelphia called Wolwekraal and asked why they had 

not been included. He also pointed out that there is an existing Waste Facility in the City of Cape Town and that 

this proposed facility may take away work from the existing facility. He wanted to clarify what the City’s 

involvement on the project. He also expressed concern regarding the lack of transparency on how many sites 

were included in the feasibility study. 

3.16.1 MH noted that the ESIA application process is yet to start and that efforts will be made to involve the 

Wolwekraal community in the ESIA process.  

3.16.2 KS indicated that the City has been notified of the proposed project and acknowledged that it could take 

jobs away from the other operating sites which could happen in any business in a competitive market.  

3.16.3 MH noted that three sites were considered in the site selection process and additional information in this 

regard will be included in the Scoping Report.  

3.17 Ruben Swartz (RS) stated that when Enviroserv and Wastemart opened a facility, they did not employ people 

from Atlantis. He asked how this facility would benefit the people of Atlantis and whether Phase 4 could be 

used as a parking area for trucks?  

3.17.1 MH reiterated that specialist Social and Economic Impact Assessments will be undertaken which will 

identify opportunities and impacts of the proposed project for local communities.  

3.18 RS asked who Wesco’s client will be as waste comes from the City so the City would surely benefit.  

3.18.1 KS indicated that the future clients are unknown at this moment and this would be dependent on who 

signs agreements with the facilities. She noted that future clients could be Municipal or private individuals. 

She confirmed that there is no written agreement with the City of Cape Town and no relationship is 

guaranteed. 

3.19 Beauron Ranck (BR) asked the following questions: 

• Will this be a modern site? 

• What type of local business have benefited from similar sites? 

• What measures will be undertaken to ensure no toxic gas escape into the environment? 

• What measures will be in place to ensure Methane will not ignite? 

• How safe will the site be from collapsing.  

• How will you prevent the risk of long and short term sickness.  

• What will happen once it is capped? 

• Why was the plan abandoned in 2003? 

• It was bought privately, what guarantee was made if the assessments are not to your benefit? What if there 

are fatal flaws and the development cannot progress? 

3.19.1 KS confirmed that the proposed facility would be a modern as illustrated in her presentation.  

3.19.2  MH indicated that the appointed project Engineers would need to design the facility to ensure that they 

prevent any possible collapse. 

3.19.3 MH indicated that the primary measure to reduce methane emissions would be to stop putting waste which 

generates gas into the landfill. He stated that by utilising various other waste management technologies 

as proposed would reduce the amount of methane in the landfill site. If the facility does generate methane, 
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a methane extraction system would be put in place (a common practice in South Africa). By reducing the 

amount of methane generated, the risk of fire is reduced. 

3.19.4 MH noted that a Community Health Impact Assessment will be undertaken as part of the ESIA process. He 

also mentioned that there is typically a buffer area around the facility where no one is permitted to live to 

minimise exposure and that the recommended size of this buffer area would be an outcome of the study.  

3.19.5 MH indicated that a closure plan will be detailed in the ESIA and that in terms of the current South African 

legislation, a separate authorisation process is required for the closure of a facility.  

3.19.6 MH pointed out that the previous application by the City of Cape Town for a Waste management Facility 

on the site had not been abandoned. He stated that the facility was approved and then the approval was 

changed on appeal by the Minister to another site. The newly approved site was then also appealed and 

the decision challenged in the courts. A recent ruling by the Supreme Court indicated that the decision to 

change the approved site was within the Ministers mandate and that the decision could still stand.  

3.19.7 KS noted that if Environmental Authorisation for the project is refused, it is a risk for the applicant.  

3.19.8 AP pointed out that the query regarding local employment was discussed and answered previously.  

3.20 CS noted that in the presentation the landfill was indicated to cover a large area and treatment plant a smaller 

area. She pointed out that for job creation and community involvement, the treatment plant should be larger 

and the community should have some stake/ownership in it. She also asked whether there will be sewage 

waste.  

3.20.1 KS noted that landfill area is filled and each cell would be capped when complete and could no longer be 

used for the disposal of waste while the Waste Treatment Facilities are smaller as they treat waste and 

would be able to do so almost indefinitely. KS indicated that there would be opportunities for composting, 

bioremediation and the effluent plant to treat liquid waste, thus there are variety of possible opportunities. 

She also confirmed that sewage treatment is not being considered. 

3.21 AsP noted that farmers need to be invited to meetings and that the investors in the project would only be 

provided with the benefits. He also indicated that there are cumulative impacts of various proposed 

developments that also need to be considered.  

3.21.1 MH confirmed that cumulative impacts of the proposed project will be investigated in the ESIA process.  

3.22 RH noted that the pros and cons of the project were needed to be explained in the meeting.  

3.22.1 MH pointed out that the current engagement was to gather an understanding of the public concerns to 

be taken into consideration further in the ESIA process and only once the specialist studies are complete, 

could the advantages and disadvantages of the project be understood.  

3.23 MvN noted that while the public meeting was underway, there were currently activities being undertaken on 

the site. She asked why activities were being undertaken on site? 

3.23.1 MH responded that a Geotechnical Study was being undertaken and the on-site activity was test pitting 

to collate information to inform the engineering design for the project and this work does not require 

authorisation.  

4.  MEETING CLOSURE 

4.1 AP thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at approximately 19h00. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ATTENDEES 

 

NO. NAME ORGANISATION ABBR. 

1.  Enver Wearley CF YMCA EW 

2.  Rene Hasuna ECD Sector RH 

3.  Seymour Daniels AUF SD 

4.  Makgabo van Niekerk Enviroserv MvN 

5.  Shadwen Meyers Enviroserv SM 

6.  Charl Martin Private CM 

7.  Salome Calaassen Patriotic Alliance SC 

8.  Beauron Rank Private BR 

9.  Zibongile Gexa Luphulo Br. ZB 

10.  Kevin Julius ACC KJ 

11.  Theunis Mack PA Bec (Chairperson) TN 

12.  Ashley Poole Acho AsP 

13.  Natasha de Lange Private NdL 

14.  Thato Ithuli WEBC TI 

15.  Richard September Vissershoek RS 

16.  Dawid Waggenstroom Atlantis Ministerial Leadership (Fraternal) DW 

17.  Lynelle Matthys COT Air Quality  LM 

18.  Allister Leghburn Ward 29 Counsellor  AL 

19.  Ruben Ruhl ATL RR 

20.  Eugene Fisher ATL EF 

21.  Kim Armfield - KA 

22.  Imelden Atlantis 7349 I 

23.  Florence Atlantis 7349 F 

24.  Chantal Page Atlantis Business Chamber CP 

25.  Petrus van Stalen A gift from above PvS 

26.  Jessica van Stalen A gift from above JvS 

27.  Freddie Lubut CCC FL 

28.  N. Mbombo ANC NM 

29.  Freddie Gantjies Enviroserv FG 

30.  Katie Prins Enviroserve KP 

31.  Chrizelda Stoffels Public CS 

32.  Desmondre Wornik ATL DW 

33.  Moosa Raise Ward 32 Councillor MR 

34.  Louisa Solomon Ward 32 LS 

35.  Randall Davids TMR Innovations RD 

36.  Anastatia Davids Councillor AD 
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37.  Ruben Swartz CCC RS 

38.  Regan Carelse RPA RC 

39.  Liezel Joubert Jouberthr LJ 

40.  Magesh Lebepe Witsand ML 

41.  Nicolette Damon CSN ND 

42.  Luvuyo Matshisi Luphulco BD Forum LM 

43.  Xolani Blayi  Luphulco BD Forum XB 

44.  Antoinette Pietersen Independent Facilitator  AP 

45.  Msizi Cele  Independent isiXhosa translator MC  

46.  Kate Stubbs  Interwaste (Pty) Ltd - Interwaste KS  

47.  Lise Steyn  Interwaste  LS  

48.  Antoine Deffay Interwaste AD 

49.  Matthew Hemming SLR Consulting (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd - SLR MH 

50.  Nicholas Arnott SLR NA 

51.  Castro Ravhuhali  SLR  CR 
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APPENDIX B: PHOTOS OF PUBLIC MEETING IN ATLANTIS 
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APPENDIX C: PRESENTATION 
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1

1

LICENSING OF PROPOSED WESCO 

WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY

Public Information Meeting

December 2022

1. Introductions

2

• Independent Facilitator:

– Antoinette Pietersen

• Applicant: Wesco Waste Management Facility (Pty) Ltd, 

a subsidiary of Interwaste (Pty) Ltd / the Séché Group

• Kate Stubbs

• Antoine Deffay

• Lise Steyn

• Environment Assessment Practitioner (EAP): SLR Consulting (Pty) Ltd

• Matthew Hemming (Reviewer)

• Nicholas Arnott (Project Manager)

• Castro Ravuhali (Project Assistant)

• Msizi Cele (isiXhosa translation)

1

2
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3

• Continue practice of social distancing

• Emergency procedure:  Building Safety Instructions

2. Health and Safety

4

• For Applicant and EAP to provide an introduction to:

― the proposed project

― the authorisations required

― Assessment and public participation process to be undertaken

• For Interested and/or Affected Parties (I&APs) to:

― Engage and ask questions, raise issues of concern, or contribute comments

about the proposed project, potential environmental or social impacts and the

EIA process

3. Meeting Objectives

3

4
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5

1. Welcome and Introductions

2. Acceptance of the Agenda

3. Project Overview – Wesco

4. ESIA Overview – SLR

5. Next Steps – SLR

6. Questions & Discussion - All

4. Proposed Agenda

6

• Attendance register (POPI Act)

• Permission to digitally record the meeting and take photos

• Languages:

– Presentations and responses in English

– Translation available for questions / comments /responses in 

English/Afrikaans/isiXhosa

5. What you need to know about the meeting

5

6
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7

• Proposed flow of meeting:

- Presentations: approximately 20 - 25 minutes each

- Questions and discussion session after all presentations

- Meeting duration: approximately 2 hours

• Project team available after meeting.

• Proceedings of the meeting will be included in Draft Scoping Report (to be 

posted to SLR’s website and data free website, when available).

5. What you need to know about the meeting

8

Public consultation is NOT a voting or consensus-driven process, rather a process of 

collecting input for purpose of enabling decision-maker to consider issues and impacts.

1. Respect one another.

2. Agree to disagree.

3. Focus on the issue, not the person. 

4. Raise your hand to comment or ask a question and work through the facilitator.

– Identify yourself (name, surname and organization).

– Give everyone a fair chance to be heard. 

5. One question at a time. 

6. Please take calls outside or turn your cell phones on silent.

6. Constructive Discussion Guidelines

7

8
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Vision for Wesco 

Waste Management 

Facility 

Agenda 

• Company Introduction

• State of Waste & Western 

Cape Analysis 

• Project Vision & Overview 

9
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GROUP 
OVERVIEW

Séché Company Overview

• Founded in1985

• Family-owned French industrial 

group and global leader specialized 

in treatment and recovery of waste

• Protection and restoration of 

environment and biodiversity sits at 

heart of strategy

• Focused on R&D, circular economy 

and green innovations

• Listed on Eurolist by Euronext since 

1997

• Numerous ISO, EcoCert and OHSAS 

certifications
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Project Structure

Property Owner Local developer & operator

Integrated Waste Management Model

Interwaste Company Overview

• Established 1989, 33 years’ operational experience

• Acquired by Séché Environnement March 2019

• Provides Integrated Waste Management Solutions

• Fully accredited, licensed service provider

• National footprint, 1700 employees

• Over 750 waste handling equipment

• B-BBEE Level 1

• National footprint

• Strong track-record in servicing a wide range of 

industry sectors

• Wesco WMF subsidiary of Interwaste
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Case study of vision

Séché Environnement: Changé 
Environmental Site in Mayenne

Séché Environnement: Changé Environmental Site in Mayenne
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State of Waste in the 

Western Cape

29
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Total Waste Generated in South Africa (2017)

City of Cape Town 
waste generation vs 
WC Total 

• Total WC generated 7.7 Mt in 2015  

of which, City of Cape Town 

generated 3.7Mt

• CoCT economic hub of WC 

generating approximately 72% of 

provincial GDP

• Supports 66% of population which is 

largely categorized as urbanised

Source: Extrapolated from DEDAT (2016) Green Cape Waste MIR 2021
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City of Cape Town 
Waste 
Characteristics

Diminishing airspace: Estimated landfill 
lifespan for local municipalities in WC

• Reduction of landfill airspace across the 

region

• Some municipalities in more serious 

situation than others

• Lack of availability of landfill airspace  for 

some municipalities is resulting in 

movement of waste between 

municipalities – this will affect expected 

lifespans of metro landfills.

• Leading to both metros and 

municipalities exploring waste diversion 

initiatives and waste treatment 

technologies.

• CoCT less than 10 years available landfill 

airspace
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Summary of Waste Challenges

Illegal dumping & 

capacity of law 

enforcement

Service delivery 

complexity / 

challenges

Diminishing landfill 

airspace capacity 

across the region

More stringent regulations, compliance 

standards and bans of waste types from 

landfill disposal

Increasing waste 

volumes and types 

of waste

Financial pressure - Reduction 

in tariff collection due to 

economic situation

Rising costs 

Wesco Waste Management 

Facility Vision
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• Investment

• Location, site design & layout

• Waste management services & facilities

• Community development

• Biodiversity

Project Vision

Investment 

Initial Investment 

• Land Acquired 670 hectares

• Lisensing

• Site Development

• Infrastructure

• Waste treatment, processing and disposal 

facilities

Ongoing Investment

• Alternative Technologies

• Cell development

• Community & biodiversity programs

Estimated job creation

• 50 direct employment

• 100 indirect employment

37
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Location
Portion 1 of the Farm Brakkefontein No. 32

Preliminary 
Proposed 

Site Layout

39
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Waste minimisation 
and recovery facility

• Clean Material Recovery Facility 

(MRF)

• Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) 

manufacturing plant

• Composting facility

• Bioremediation facility

• Construction & demolition waste 

beneficiation plant

• Public waste drop-off area

• Waste treatment facility

• Effluent treatment plant

• Additional ancillary infrastructure

Composting facility Bioremediation facility

Conceptual layout of facility entrance including access control, weighbridges, office and visitors’ centre.

Legal Requirements for Engineered Landfill Sites in SA

41
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SA Class A Landfill 
Requirements

Figure 23: Standard containment barrier design of

a Class A containment barrier in terms of the

Norms & Standards for the Disposal of Waste to

Landfill (GNR 636 of 2013) *Note that the figure is

as per the standard design in the Regulations.

Examples of prohibited wastes from landfill

disposal:

• Nuclear or reactive waste

• Untreated health care risk waste

• Explosive wastes

Community 

Development

• Local employment 

• Education & Awareness 

• Training and Development

• Community Initiatives 
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Biodiversity strategy

• Group biodiversity strategy and 

commitments – Act4Nature

• Consideration and integration of 

biodiversity throughout project

• Protect, preserve and monitor 

the biodiversity onsite

• Identify and support biodiversity 

projects in the region

Conclusion 

• Economic growth – investment, development, resource 

recovery

• Integrated Facility  supporting WC Strategy, IWMP & regional 

landfill airspace shortage

• Partnership approach – better together, strong relationships 

& stakeholder engagement

• Job creation and skill upliftment

• Sustainable service delivery

• Green innovation and circular economy solutions

• Environmental stewardship - healthier and safer environment

45
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Thank You

Overview of ESIA Process

48

47
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• Category B of NEM:WA

― The reuse, recycling, recovery or 

treatment of hazardous waste in excess 

of 1 ton per day.

― The disposal of any quantity of hazardous 

waste to land.

― The disposal of general waste to land in 

excess of 25 000 tons.

― The construction of such facilities. 

Legal Requirements

49

• National Environmental Management: Waste Act, 

2008 (No. 59 of  2008) (NEM:WA):

– NEM:WA sets out that no person may 

commence, undertake or conduct listed 

waste management activities unless in 

accordance with specified standards or a 

Waste Management Licence (WML).

– Wesco WMF will trigger waste 

management activities in Category B, 

requiring the undertaking of an assessment 

as stipulated in the EIA Regulations 2014. 

 Scoping and EIA

– The Minister at Department of Forestry, 

Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) is the 

licensing authority for hazardous waste 

management activities.

• National Environmental Management Act, 1998 

(No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA):

― NEMA provides for the control of certain listed 

activities, which are prohibited until 

Environmental Authorisation (EA) is obtained.

― The development of Wesco WMF will include 

activities in Listing Notice 2 and requires an 

assessment process, per the EIA Regulations 

2014 EA.

 Scoping and EIA

― The competent authority for decision-making 

on the EA application would be the Western 

Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning (DEA&DP).

SLR has been appointed as the independent Environmental Assessment

Practitioner to undertake the required Scoping and Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) process

As both the WML and EA applications require a Scoping and EIA process in

terms of the EIA Regulations 2014, a single assessment process will be

undertaken to inform the two authorities’ decision-making

Legal Requirements (2)

50

• National Water, 1998 (No. 36 of  1998) (NWA):

– Section 21 of the NWA sets out the water 

uses that may not be undertaken without a 

Water Use Licence (WUL), unless in 

accordance with schedule 1 or a specified 

standard.

– Wesco WMF will trigger water uses, 

requiring the undertaking of an assessment 

as stipulated in the Water Use Licence 

Application Regulations 2017. 

– The Minister at Department of Water and 

Sanitation (DWS) is the licensing authority.

• National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 (No. 25 of 

1999) (NHRA):

― Section 38(1) of the NHRA lists development 

activities that require authorisation by a 

heritage authority.

― Wesco WMF will include certain listed 

activities, which may require the undertaking of 

a Heritage Impact Assessment.

― Heritage Western Cape would be the 

competent authority.

SLR has been appointed to manage the required application processes

49
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Why Portion 1 of the Farm Brakkefontein No. 32?

51

• The City of Cape Town had identified this property as an option for a landfill 
(2000). 

• It was previously subject to a licensing process (2002 to 2013).

• Although the approvals were not concluded, this was not directly due to features 
of the property.  

• The property came on the market and was purchased by Varenne, an Interwaste 
subsidiary. 

• Prior to commencement of the current application process, Interwaste appointed 
SLR to undertake a GIS-based screening to identify potential sites for development 
of a waste management facility, to determine if the target sites had any fatal flaws, 
and to  indicate if any the sites were preferred.

Why Portion 1 of the Farm Brakkefontein No. 32?

52

• The screening process followed a phased approach which:

1. Determined an ‘Area of Interest’ for the study2. Eliminated unavailable areas (leaving only ‘potentially 

available land’) 
3. Environmental sensitivity screening of ‘potentially 

available land’ to eliminate higher-risk sites and focus 

consideration toward lower risk ‘target sites’

4. Investigate the suitability of ‘target sites’ at a 

comparative level.

51
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Scoping and EIA

53

• The WML and EA require a Scoping and EIA process

• The Scoping an EIA process is undertaken to gather information to inform authority 

decision-making by:

– identifying potential risks and benefits on the environment,

• through consultation with landowners and stakeholders

– assessing the significance of potential impacts (++ and --),

• with inputs from specialist studies

– identifying measures to prevent or mitigate impacts, should the project be approved.

• The EIA concludes in an Environmental Management programme (EMPr)

• The Scoping and EIA process and timeframes are defined in the EIA Regulations 

2014 (as amended)

54

Pre-application Scoping Phase (97 days) Impact Assessment Phase (203 days) Appeals Phase

• Initial 

notification 

• Stakeholder 

registration

• Database 

development

• Public meetings

• Submit WML/EA applications 

• Prepare Draft Scoping Report

• 30-day comment period

• Update and submit revised 

Scoping Report for acceptance

• Undertake Technical / Specialist 

Studies

• Prepare draft EIA Report

• 30-day comment period

• Update and submit Final EIA Report 

for decision making

• WML/EA 

decision

• Stakeholder 

notification 

• Appeal 

process

1. Identification of stakeholders and updating of the project I&AP database.

2. Engage with I&APs.

Scoping and EIA Process

NB: If there are any other people who need to be informed of the project, please provide their 

contact information to SLR.

We are 

here
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55

Proposed Specialist Studies

• Agricultural Agro-Ecosystems Assessment;

• Air Quality Impact Assessment;

• Aquatic Biodiversity Impact Assessment;

• Community Health Impact Assessment;

• Economic Impact Assessment;

• Geohydrology Impact Assessment;

• Heritage Impact Assessment;

• Hydrology Assessment;

• Land Use and Planning Assessment;

• Noise Impact Assessment;

• Social Impact Assessment;

• Terrestrial Biodiversity (including, flora and

fauna);

• Traffic Impact Assessment; and

• Visual Impact Assessment.

Next Steps

56

• Minutes of meetings to be compiled.

• I&APs to: 

– contact SLR for information and / or documents.

– submit comments / questions / issues to SLR.

• All registered I&APs (by completing meeting attendance register) will be notified of 

the next round of public participation – e.g. availability of Draft Scoping Report for 

review and comment. 

• Documents will be made available in hard copy and posted to SLR’s website and 

data free website, when available.
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Reminder: Constructive discussion guidelines

58

Public consultation is NOT a voting or consensus-driven process, rather a process of 

collecting input for purpose of enabling decision-maker to consider issues and impacts.

1. Respect one another.

2. Agree to disagree.

3. Focus on the issue, not the person. 

4. Raise your hand to comment or ask a question and work through the facilitator.

– Identify yourself (name, surname and organization).

– Give everyone a fair chance to be heard. 

5. One question at a time. 

Open Session: Questions & Discussion
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SLR Contact Details

60

Method Contact Details

Post: 5th Floor, Letterstedt House, Newlands on Main, Corner of Main and 

Campground Roads, Newlands, Cape Town 7700

Tel: 021 461 1118

WhatsApp

/ SMS:

072 422 3448

E-mail: wescoWMF@slrconsulting.com

Web: https://www.slrconsulting.com/en/public-documents/WescoWMF

Data 

Free Web:

https://slrpublicdocs.datafree.co/en/public-documents/WescoWMF
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END
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